Introduction
The gravity reductions serve as tool for geoid determination in geodesy, interpolation and/or extrapolation of the gravity and the investigation of the Earth's crust in geophysics and geology (Heiskanen & Moritz, 1967) . There are numerous gravity reduction methods: Bouguer, Isostatic, Rudzki, Helmert and Residual Terrain Model (RTM) (Tziavos & Sideris, 2013) . Officially, the Republic of Niger does not yet have a gravimetric geoid model. The gravity survey date from the 1960s, only simple Bouguer anomaly maps had been published (Rechenmann, 1969) , the gravimetric terrain corrections are not available for the country. Nowadays, the high-resolution Global Geopotential Models (GGM), like EGM2008 (Pavlis, Holmes, Kenyon, & Factor, 2012) , are a good alternative for modelling the gravity field and geoid, but they are subject to omission error comprising high-frequency gravity field signals that cannot be represented by a truncated spherical harmonic series expansion (Torge, 2001) . the achieved accuracy of gravimetric geoid during the last decades is related to the accuracy of topographic data.
The Residual Terrain Model (RTM) was introduced by Forsberg (1984) for RCR approaches, in this technique, topographic irregularities relative to a smooth mean elevation surface, with resolution comparable to that of the used GGM, are computationally removed. The magnitude of RTM effects decreases as the resolution of the reference surface increases (Forsberg, 1984) . The mean elevation surfaces are determined by topographic spherical harmonic expansions or low-pass filtering of global digital elevation model (GDEM) . RTM leads to the quasigeoid that is further converted to the geoid. The RTM has the advantage of not considering twice the effect of long wavelengths in geoid computation. The RTM technique is capable of modelling major parts of high-resolution GGM omission error and can improve geoid determination in mountainous area (Hirt, Featherstone, & Marti, 2010) .
The Shuttle Radar Topography Mission (SRTM) GDEMs (Jarvis, Reuter, Nelson, & Guevara, 2008; NASA-JPL, 2013) showed the best vertical accuracy in Niger and surrounding areas with precise ground control points. Their comparison with the gravity database elevations showed important height discrepancies (Ibrahim Yahaya & El Azzab, 2018) . Both elevation sources are subject to errors of vertical and/or horizontal positioning, it is reported in several studies that SRTM GDEMs did not require horizontal shift (Varga & Bašić, 2015) . Since GDEMs are used in RTM computations, this may yield errors in terrain effect at gravity stations.
This study focuses on modelling the short-wavelengths of the gravity field and hence the geoid through the residual terrain model approach over Niger. We construct RTM elevation from SRTM GDEM (Jarvis et al., 2008) .
We investigate on the parameters influencing the accuracy of RTM effects and terrain corrections to seek a compromise between computation time, computer limitations and accuracy. We compare the mean elevations surfaces computed from low-pass filtering of GDEM and topographic spherical harmonic model. We analyse the spatial extent over which RTM elevations and terrain corrections must be evaluated. We also analyse the influence of GDEM spatial resolutions on the accuracy of terrain effects to choose the sufficient one for Niger. We analysed the influence of height discrepancies between gravity stations and GDEM, on terrain effects. RTM effects and terrain corrections are computed at gravity stations and regular grid nodes and finally recommendation are given for further implementations of the results.
Materials and methods

Study area and elevation data
The study area is located between 11° to 24° North and −0.5° to 16.5° East, and covers the Niger Republic, in the Central West Africa. The elevations vary weakly in Niger, from 200 meters in Niger River near Benin border (southwest) to about 2022 meters (Idoûkâl-n-Taghès Mount) in the Central-North area (Air Mountains). The maximum and mean slopes from SRTM v4.1 (Jarvis et al., 2008) are 63.16° and 1.5° respectively in Niger. For the study area, the highest elevations, about 3000 m, and rugged areas, are in the Hoggar (Algeria) and Tibesti (Chad) Mountains. The geology of Niger can be summarized as few basement zones, exposed in Liptako and Aïr Massif, and large sedimentary basins: Iullemeden and Lake Chad (Greigert & Pougnet, 1965) . The study area and specific regions are presented in Figure 1 , with elevations from SRTM v4.1. Figure 1 . Study area, test areas and elevations from SRTM GDEM
Gravity data
The terrestrial gravity data cover 0° to 16° East and 11° to 24° North. (Rechenmann, 1966) . Figure 2 presents the spatial distribution of gravity stations in the study area.
Residual Terrain Model and gravimetric terrain corrections
The RTM effect on gravity or the direct effect is approximated by the Bouguer plate taken between the true and the mean elevation surfaces minus the classical terrain corrections (Forsberg, 1984) :
where h and h ref are the heights of the true and mean elevations of the computation point respectively, with G the gravitational constant and ρ the topographic density. The classical terrain corrections t c are given at a point P(x, y, h P ) by (Forsberg, 1984) : . c x y h p
(2) The terrain corrections were computed using templates (Hammer, 1939; Hayford & Bowie, 1912) , these methods are abandoned and replaced by the use of DEMs. RTM and terrain corrections are jointly illustrated in Figure 3 .
The shifting of masses underlying the gravity reductions changes the gravity potential and, hence the geoid/quasigeoid, called the indirect effect. The Stokes'/ Molodensky's formula leads to the co-geoid, a slightly different surface to the geoid, which is specific to every gravity reduction (Heiskanen & Moritz, 1967) . The indirect effect is computed by applying the Brun's formula, according to RTM, the expression is (Forsberg, 1984) :
where δW is the change of potential at the geoid and γ the normal gravity. The integrals (2) and (3) are evaluated using rectangular prisms (Nagy, Papp, & Benedek, 2000) or tesseroid (Grombein, Seitz, & Heck, 2013; Seitz & Heck, 2001 ). To reduce the computation time, high-resolution GDEM is used with the exact formula in the inner zone around the computation point out to radius R 1 , and coarser GDEM is used in the outer zone with approximate formula to a radius R 2 (Forsberg, 1984) . The real topography is subject to mass-density anomalies, with respect to the standard rock density ρ = 2670 kg/m 3 , sufficient information can improve the gravity field modelling and RTM effects (Hirt et al., 2010) . We used the standard rock density in our study.
We used the Gravsoft module TC (Forsberg & Tscherning, 2008) for the computation of RTM effects and terrain corrections, the Fortran program source have been modified and recompiled to extend the array size in order to support larger data. In addition of gravity stations, we created a grid of 1.5 arc-minute (0.025°) spacing and elevations were extracted from SRTM GDEM at grid nodes.
Computation of mean elevation surfaces and coarse GDEM
The GGM maximum degree of truncation l max is associated with a shortest resolvable wavelength λ or translated into a corresponding spatial scale as the half-wavelength λ/2 at Earth's surface according to (Seeber, 2003) : (Forsberg, 1984) The high-resolution GGMs like EGM2008 (Pavlis et al., 2012) , GECO (Gilardoni, Reguzzoni, & Sampietro, 2015) and EIGEN-6C4 (Förste et al., 2014) , are complete to spherical harmonic degree and order (d/o) 2,190, corresponding to ∼9 km of spatial resolution, depending on latitude. On other hand, the most recent spatial gravity mission was expected to give 1-2 cm and 1-2 mgal as geoid and gravity anomaly precisions at d/o 200 or ~100 km of spatial scale, corresponding to medium-and long-wavelengths (Drinkwater, Floberghagen, Haagmans, Muzi, & Popescu, 2003) . Commonly, the RCR procedure uses GGMs truncated to medium-and long-wavelengths.
We used modules SELECT and TCGRID to compute the mean elevation surfaces by low-pass filtering of SRTM GDEM, following the procedure presented in Gravsoft tutorial (Forsberg & Tscherning, 2008) . We resampled the GDEM to 0.1° resolution and applied the moving average on a 9 × 9 (~100 km) window. For ~9 km spatial scale, we resampled the GDEM to 1 arc-minute and then we applied the moving average on a 5 × 5 (~9.3 km) window.
The DTM2006.0 is spherical harmonic model of Earth's topography, made available by the EGM2008 development team (Pavlis, Factor, & Holmes, 2007) and used in numerous studies (Hirt et al., 2010; Hirt, Gruber, & Featherstone, 2011) . We computed the mean elevation surfaces corresponding to d/o 200 and 2,190 using the calculation service of the International Centre for Global Earth Models (ICGEM) (Barthelmes & Köhler, 2016) .
The study area was extended by 1 degree in all directions, covering −1.5° to 17.5° of longitude and 10° to 25° of latitude. We compared the results of low-pass filter and DTM2006.0 by simple differences and cross section profiles. The statistics in terms of minimum (Min), maximum (Max), Mean, standard deviation (STD) and root mean square (RMS) are presented. The 30 arc-seconds resolution is used as coarse GDEM for the computations of terrain effects.
Integration radius
Studies had been performed on the choice of R 1 and R 2 (Ismail, 2016) . R 1 has no influence on the geoid precision, but on the computation time, a value lower than 20 km (Hwang, Wang, & Hsiao, 2003) and 6 to 7 km (Ismail, 2016) is sufficient for a precision of 0.1 mGal in terrain corrections. R varies from 22.4 to 200 km in literature, a value lower than 200 km is sufficient for 0.1 mGal (Hwang et al., 2003; Ismail, 2016) , at least 200 km for few mm of precision on the geoid (Hirt et al., 2010) and greater than 200 km according to Kloch & Krynski (2008) .
We chose two test points, one in low-lying region and another in mountainous area with heights of 179 m and 1320 m respectively. The near zone generates the largest RTM quasigeoid and terrain corrections contributions. We followed the method in Hirt et al. (2010) to determine the value of R 2 beyond what we could obtain reasonably stable values with remaining convergence errors at the levels of 0.1 mgal and a few mm. We fixed R 1 to 10 km, computed the contributions of the near zone to 60 km and presented the contributions as functions of R 2 up to 300 km. For R 1 , we followed the procedure in Ismail (2016), we fixed R 2 to 200 km, varied R 1 from 5 to 55 km as reference and analysed the differences of terrain corrections and indirect effects with respect to those of the reference radius (55 km). The tests are performed with the mean elevation surface of ~100 km spatial scale.
GDEM spatial resolutions and terrain effects
In this section, we investigate the sufficient spatial resolution for good precision of terrain effects in Niger. We computed RTM effects and terrain corrections at grid nodes in two test areas with 1 arc-second (NASA-JPL, 2013), 3 arc-seconds (Jarvis et al., 2008) and resampled versions to 7.5, 15, 30 and 60 arc-seconds spatial resolutions of SRTM GDEM. We used the mean elevation surface of ~100 km spatial scale. The first test area is located in lowlying region near the Niger River (13° to 14° North and 2° to 3° East) and the second in Aïr mountains (18.5° à 19.5° North and 8.5° à 9.5° East) (Figure 1 ). We set 1 arc-second as reference and analysed the differences of terrain effects by spatial resolution (5):
where DX is the difference, X 1S stands for terrain effects computed from 1 arc-second resolution and X Other from others. Statistics are presented.
Computation of RTM effects at grid nodes and gravity stations
The direct and indirect effects, according to RTM, and terrain corrections are computed at each gravity station and grid nodes for the whole study area with mean reference topographic surfaces of 100 km and 9 km spatial scales respectively. We used 3 arc-seconds SRTM GDEM (Jarvis et al., 2008) , and due to computer limitations, the study area was divided into 3° × 3° small zones. The statistics and grid maps were presented with specific focus on the distributions of terrain effects in Niger.
Impact of height discrepancies on RTM effects and terrain corrections
In this section, we analysed the influence of height discrepancy between gravity stations and GDEM on the accuracy of RTM effects and terrain corrections. We built an alternative gravity database, we replaced the heights of gravity stations by those of SRTM GDEM and recomputed the terrain effects with the mean elevation surface of ~100 km spatial scale. The results are compared with those of the original database by simple difference (6):
where Y stands for altitude H, direct effect Dg RTM , terrain correct t c and indirect ζ RTM . We analysed the differences by basic statistics and Pearson correlation test at 5% of confidence level.
Results and discussions
Mean elevation surfaces
Figures 4a and 4b show the mean elevation surface corresponding to ~100 of spatial scale or d/o 200 computed from low-pass filter and its difference with that derived from topography spherical harmonic model, respectively. Figure 4c and Figure Figure 4c ) are located in low-lying and rugged areas respectively. On Figure 4f and Figure 4g , low-pass filter solution presents more spectral details for d/o 2190. There are also horizontal shifts between the mean elevation surfaces. To better construct RTM elevations taking into account local terrain characteristics, we considered the reference surfaces determined by the filter low pass. Figure 4a) ; f -Cross section profile C-D (cf. Figure 4c) ; g -Cross section profile E-F (cf. Figure 4c) 
Integration radius
The RTM contribution to quasigeoid (indirect effect) and the terrain corrections as function of integration radius R 2 are shown in Figures 5a and 5c for the test points in low-lying region and mountainous area respectively. The values are more important in the near 60 km radius around the test points, oscillating values of RTM and true elevations reflect low-lying and mountainous patterns, they propagate into indirect effect and terrain corrections values. The amplitudes are of 3-5 mm and 0.01-0.02 mgal at wavelengths of 15-20 km in low-lying region (Figure 5a ), at 0.02 mgal and 3 mm levels, the values are stable beyond R 2 = 100 km. In mountainous area, the amplitudes are of 1-5 cm and 0.5 mgal at wavelengths of 15-20 km (Figure 5c ), the values are stable beyond R 2 = 190 km. With 55 km as reference value, the influence of R 1 is negligible on the RTM height anomalies and terrain corrections at the point test point in low-lying region (Figure 5b ). In mountainous area (Figure 5d ), from R 1 = 5 km, the value of differences are 0.035 mgal and 5 mm respectively for indirect effect and terrain corrections, R 1 = 10 km is sufficient for 0.01 mgal and 2 mm of precisions. Low-lying regions predominate over Niger republic, R 1 = 10 km and R 2 = 200 km are sufficient, all computations are performed with these values.
RTM effects and GDEM resolutions
There are 1681 grid nodes for each test area. The descriptive statistics of the terrain effects and their differences per spatial resolution are shown in Tables 2, 3 and 4 respectively for terrain corrections, direct effect and indirect effect. The quantities are more important in mountainous area. For the differences, all statistical measures (value range, Mean, STD and RMS) increase when the resolution becomes lower for both test areas. In low-lying area test, the absolute values of differences of terrain corrections are lower than 0.5 mgal (Table 2) , low-resolutions are sufficient to have a good accuracy. In Aïr test area, the RMS of differences varies from 0.26 to 1.61 mgal, 3 arc-seconds resolution showed the lower value range of differences (-1.78 to 2.67 mgal).
Near Niger River, the RMS of differences for the direct effect varies from 0.08 to 0.83 mgal and the bias is negligible (Table 3 ). In Aïr test area, values range from 0.39 to 5.70 mgal and -0.58 to 0.01 mgal respectively for RMS and Mean. 3 arc-seconds resolution showed the smallest difference values in both test areas, whereas the values exceed 10 mgal for lower resolutions in the mountainous area.
For the indirect effect (Table 4) , the RMS and Mean values of differences do not exceed 1 mm for all resolutions in Niger River area. In Aïr test area, at cm level, the statistics are the same for all resolutions, the absolute values of differences do not exceed 5 cm, and the RMS values of differences vary from 3 to 10 mm.
With 1 arc-second as reference and resolutions from 3 to 60 arc-seconds, the expected accuracy by RMS is 0.08-0.83 mgal for the direct effect and 0.01-0.03 mgal for the terrain corrections, in the low-lying area. The influence of GDEM resolutions on the indirect effect is negligible in low-lying regions, the expected improvement is of 10 mm order with respect to lower resolutions in mountainous areas. In the mountainous area, the precisions is 0.39-5.70 mgal for the direct effect and 0.26-1.61 mgal for the terrain corrections. In the whole study area, 3 arc-seconds resolution is sufficient to have good precisions.
RTM effects − terrain corrections − grid maps
The descriptive statistics of terrain corrections and RTM effects corresponding to ~100 km spatial scale at 10176 gravity stations are reported in Table 5 . We focused on grid data, the statistics of terrain effects at 354801 grid nodes are shown in Table 6 , and the point values are converted into raster grids with the same resolution, 1.5 arcminute. The RTM effects are more important for the mean elevation surface of ~100 km spatial scale. The RTM contributions to quasigeoid are lower than 10 cm for mean elevation surface of ~9 km, whereas values reach 1.8 m for ~100 km spatial scale. The direct effect varies from -53.92 to 48.46 mgal and -31.14 to 155.75 mgal respectively for ~9 km and ~100 km spatial scales. Terrain corrections do not exceed 30 mgal. Figure 6a and Figure 6b show the grid maps of direct and indirect effects respectively for ~100 km spatial scale, those corresponding to ~9 km spatial scale are displayed in Figure 6c and Figure 6d . RTM effects and terrain corrections (see Figure 7) are globally low and correlated with steep topographic gradients. Relatively large values are exposed in: Hoggar Mountains (Algeria), Aïr Mountains (Central North Niger) and Tibesti Mountains extension (Chad). The grids are clipped over Niger giving 161247 grid nodes, the statistics and histograms are shown in Table 7 and Figure 8 respectively. For d/o 2190, 98.44% of indirect effects are lower than 1 cm and 98.2% of direct effects are lower than 5 mgal. For d/o 200, 85.87% of indirect effects are lower than 10 cm, and 12.75% range from 10 to 30 cm, 89.77% of direct effects are lower than 5 mgal and 6.66% range from 5 to 10 mgal. 98.77% of terrain corrections are lower than 1 mgal, 1.105% range from 1 to 5 mgal in Niger. These results show the small changes in topography in Niger, also stated by Rechenmann (1969) . 2.5. Impact of height discrepancies on terrain effects at gravity stations Table 8 reports the statistics of terrain effects for alternative gravity database and their differences with original database, corresponding to ~100 km spatial scale. According to mean values of differences, terrain corrections are overestimated with the original database, whereas the RTM effects show the contrary, the biases are significant for terrain corrections and direct effect. The influence of height discrepancies on direct effect and terrain corrections is clearly visible in Figures 9a and Figure 9b , their absolute differences increase when that of height increases, the regression lines are approximated by second order polynomials. The terrain corrections are overestimated both for gravity station that is above or below GDEM. The differences of direct effect (Figure 9c ) are highly correlated with those of heights, the coefficient is 0.965, and the Bouguer plate is the main contribution, 0.1119 mgal/m. The influence of height discrepancy on indirect effects is not significant, the absolute value of difference is of 3 mm order and the coefficient of correlation is 0.60. To overcome the impact of height discrepancy between the two sources of elevation, RTM effects and terrain corrections computed from the alternative database are more appropriate, because the GDEM better describes the terrain characteristics around gravity stations.
Recommendations for further implementations over Niger
The results of this study can be used for several purposes: complete Bouguer reduction, omission error estimate, gridding of free air anomalies and geoid determinations. 
Complete Bouguer reduction
The terrain corrections can be used for complete Bouguer reduction at gravity stations in Niger. We digitized 18367 points of simple Bouguer gravity anomalies from Niger gravity maps, consisting of 5 sheets (Ibrahim Yahaya, El Brirchi, & El Azzab, 2017b) . The value of terrain corrections can be extracted from the grid (Figure 7 ) to refine the Bouguer reduction prior to the interpolation. Another way is to interpolate the point of simple Bouguer anomalies to the same resolution (1.5 arc-minute) and then add the grid of terrain corrections.
Omission error estimate for high-resolution GGMs and gravity database densification
The RTM effects corresponding to d/o 2190 can be combined with high-resolution GGMs to compute geoid and gravity anomaly maps over Niger and surrounding areas. The expected improvement for geoid heights is of 10 cm order (see Table 6 ). The gravity data are limited in 0° to 16° East and 11° to 24° North, and present large gaps in Libya, Algeria, Mali, Chad, Nigeria and Lake Chad. The enhanced gravity anomaly map from high-resolution GGMs combined with RTM can be used for filling gaps and the densification of the gravity database in the study area.
Gridding of free air gravity anomalies and geoid determination
The RTM effects corresponding to d/o 200 can be used for gravity data gridding and the determination of gravimetric geoid model by RCR process. The free-air anomalies contain high-frequency effects and are thus sensitive to aliasing during the gridding procedure (Kirby & Featherstone, 2002) . One way, is the removal of long wavelengths computed from pure satellite GGM and the direct effect ( Figure 6a ) from point free air anomalies. The reduced gravity anomalies are interpolated and then the grids of GGM contribution and RTM effects are restored. The reduced gravity anomalies are also used in the cross validation of gravity database, the choice of the suitable gridding method and in Stokes' formula for geoid computation. The indirect effect (Figure 6b ) is the contribution of shortwavelengths to the geoid.
Conclusions
In this study, we computed and presented 1.5 arc-minute grid maps of high resolution residual terrain model (RTM) and terrain corrections over Niger republic. The RTM elevations are constructed from 3 arc-seconds resolution SRTM GDEM and mean elevation surfaces of ~100 km and ~9 km of spatial scales respectively. The mean elevation surfaces from low-pass filter of GDEM was adopted instead of topographic spherical harmonic derived ones. The indirect effect and the terrain corrections are evaluated out to R 2 = 200 km and R 1 = 10 km as outer and inner zones around each computation point. We showed that these radius and the 3 arc-seconds resolution GDEM are sufficient to obtain good precision for terrain corrections, direct and indirect effects. The study area is characterised by low values of terrain effects because of low-regions in general, values are correlated with steep topographic gradients and relatively large values are located in rough topographic areas. In Niger, 98.44% of indirect effects do not exceed 1 cm and 98.2% of direct effects are lower than 5 mgal for ~9 km spatial scale. For ~100 km spatial scale, 85.87% of indirect effects are lower than 10 cm and 89.77% of direct effects are lower than 5 mgal. 98.77% of terrain corrections are less than 1 mgal.
The height discrepancy between gravity database and GDEM leads to the overestimation of terrain corrections and influences Bouguer plate contribution to the direct effect. The heights differences are correlated with the differences of RTM effects. We suggested to use the terrain effects computed essentially with the GDEM that better describes the terrain characteristics around gravity stations.
The main contribution of this study, the first of its kind, is the modelling of terrain corrections and the shortwavelengths of the gravity field and geoid through residual terrain model approach in Niger. It is an added value for applications in geodesy and geophysics that require accurate interpretations. The selection of the optimal global geopotential model (GGM) that better describes the longwavelengths also remains a concern, validation data are available (Ibrahim Yahaya, El Brirchi, & El Azzab, 2017a) .
